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 This is a great introduction for young learners about nature around the world.  The author 
has written the book in a good learning format by using popular character from Jungle Book.  
The learning system used in the book which is asking questions and giving the answers is a great 
way to get young reader interested in nature.  This is a great book to read with a group of 
children which will spark open discussions about nature on earth. 
 I really liked the way tropical forest are described and how the desserts are illustrated.  
The pictures are excellent in this book for showing the different areas of nature as discussed in 
the literature.  The various aspects of the ocean were very interesting about the coral reefs and 
the midnight areas with pictures to show the various depths of the oceans creation. Although not 
everything is covered in the book as it is an introduction to nature.  
 This is a very good read out loud type of book to possibly 2nd or 3rd grade students.  It is 
also a book which would be good independent reading to become interested in nature and how 
areas of our world are different.  Is very good to spark interest into how our planet earth is 
developed.   
 The author has utilized easy language so that young readers will be able to read and 
comprehend the content. The idea is to spark interest into nature.  The book is very well written 
and is a must read for children.  I also like how the author brings out the magic and wonders of 
our world.   
 
   
Recommendation:  Everything Spring by Jill Esbaum and Wildlife by Arthur Haswell 


